
If you like Percy Jackson in The Lightning Thief, try reading… 
 
Fablehaven – Bernard Mull     Fic Mul 
Kendra and her brother Seth discover that their grandparents are in charge of a 
preserve for magical creatures and that they must save it from a terrible fate. Fairies, 
golems, naiads, demons, satyrs, trolls and more! 
 
Eragon  - Christopher Paolini    Fic Pao 
Young Eragon finds a blue stone that turns out to be a rare dragon egg, and learns that 
he is the last of the Dragon Riders! 
 
The Book of Three (The Prydain Chronicles, book 1) – Lloyd Alexander     Fic Ale 
Taran is frustrated being an assistant pig keeper – he wants to be a warrior!  But he 
finds more adventure than he would have dreamed when he is suddenly on a mission 
that involves a missing princess, witches, and dwarves.  Great series! 
 
The Ruins of Gorlan (Ranger’s Apprentice series, book 1) – John Flanagan    Fic Fla 
Will is frustrated that he wasn’t chosen for Battleschool, but when he becomes 
apprentice to the tough Ranger, Halt, he learns a lot about battles and weapons. Has he 
learned enough to help save the kingdom from an evil baron?  
 
Revenge of the Witch (Last Apprentice series, book 1) – Joseph Delaney    Fic Del 
Thomas Ward is the seventh son of a seventh son and becomes apprenticed to the 
local Spook – the man in charge of ridding the county of evils like witches and ghouls 
and boggarts.  Scary! 
 
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone – J.K. Rowling    Fic Row 
Follow Harry’s adventures with his friends Ron and Hermione as they attend Hogwarts  
academy and learn to use their magical powers. 
 
Lost Years of Merlin – Thomas A. Barron    Fic Bar 
Discover how the great magician Merlin first learns about his unusual powers and 
begins his quest to find out about his past. 
 
Artemis Fowl – Eoin Colfer     Fic Col 
Twelve-year old Artemis is a boy genius and a criminal.  But when he kidnaps a fairy 
and holds her for ransom, he might have bitten off more than even he can chew! 
 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Hobbit – J.R.R. Tolkien     Fic Tol 
Bilbo Baggins, a Hobbit, has a comfortable life until a wizard named Gandalf and some 
adventurous dwarves drag him on a quest to recover a fortune from the dragon Smaug.  
Along the way they have some terrifying adventures. 
 
Magyk (Septimus Heap series book 1) – Angie Sage     Fic Sag 
When a baby boy and a girl are switched at birth all kinds of magical confusion follows.  
One is a wizard, and one is royalty.  Will they discover their magical futures? 
 
The Red Pyramid – Rick Riordan     Fic Rio 
Can’t get enough of Percy?  Follow Sadie and Carter Kane as they battle and befriend 
Egyptian gods and goddesses to stop the evil Set and find their father.  Lots of magic 
and adventure! 
 
Wolf Brother (Chronicles of Ancient Darkness book 1) – Michelle Paver     Fic Pav 
Torak’s father is killed and he is befriended by an orphaned wolf cub.  Together they 
must battle a demon bear and fulfill an ancient prophecy.  
 
The Thief – Megan Whalen Turner    Fic Tur 
Boasting that he can steal anything, young Gen is dragged out of jail and into a quest to 
steal a magical item.  Can he pull it off, or will he be executed? 
 
Warriors – Erin Hunter     Fic Hun 
The young kittypet, Rusty, longs for adventure and joins a group of wild cats living by 
the warrior code. He becomes an apprentice warrior and soon joins the clan in their 
battles for territory and food.   
 
The Magic Thief – Sarah Prineas     Fic Pri 
Conn is a pickpocket who steals a wizard’s magical stone – and doesn’t die!  The 
wizard is surprised, and makes Conn his apprentice.  Together they must fight to save 
their city before its magic seeps away. 
 
Alanna: The First Adventure – Tamora Pierce    Fic Pie 
Alanna wants to become the first woman knight in her kingdom, so she takes her 
brother’s place, disguises herself as a boy, and goes to the royal court to learn battle 
skills.  Great adventure! 
 
 
 
  


